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Efficient quantum computation using coherent states

H. Jeong and M. S. Kim
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~Received 17 September 2001; published 21 March 2002!

We study universal quantum computation using optical coherent states. A teleportation scheme for a
coherent-state qubit is developed and applied to gate operations. This scheme is shown to be robust to detection
inefficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of quantum computation promises to revo
tionize the future of computer technology in factoring lar
integers@1# and combinational searches@2#. In recent years,
the physical implementation of a quantum computer
been intensively studied. Quantum computing in optical s
tems has been studied as one of several plausible mo
Recently, Knillet al. suggested a scheme for efficient qua
tum computation with linear optics@3#.

A coherent field is a fundamental tool in quantum opt
and linear superposition of two coherent states is consid
one of the realizable mesoscopic quantum systems@4#. In
particular, Cochraneet al. @5# showed how logical qubits ca
be implemented using even and odd coherent superpos
states which are defined asN6

0 (ua&6u2a&) with ua& and
u2a& representing coherent states ofp phase difference and
N6

0 being normalization factors. The two superposition sta
form orthogonal bases in two-dimensional Hilbert space
they can be discriminated by photon measurement@6#. There
were some proposals to entangle the logical qubits w
atomic states@7#. One drawback of using even and odd c
states as a logical qubit basis for quantum computatio
that they are extremely sensitive to photon loss and detec
inefficiency.

In this paper we present a method to implement unive
quantum computation using coherent states. This prop
makes it possible to realize universal quantum computa
based on quantum teleportation@8# which was shown to be a
useful tool in the controlled gate operation@9#. It is also
found that this scheme is robust to detection inefficiency

II. READOUT SCHEME AND UNIVERSAL GATE
OPERATIONS

Let us consider two coherent statesua& andu2a&, where
the coherent amplitudea is taken to be real. The two cohe
ent states are not orthogonal to each other but their ove

^au2a&5e22a2
decreases exponentially witha. For ex-

ample, whena is as small as 3, the overlap is'1028.
Throughout the paper, the average photon number of the
herent state is assumed around 10. We identify the two
herent states ofa as basis states for a logical qubit,

ua&→u0L&, u2a&→u1L&. ~1!
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A qubit state is then represented byuf&5Aua&1Bu2a&,
where the normalization condition is

15^fuf&5uAu21uBu21~AB* 1A* B!^au2a&

'uAu21uBu2. ~2!

Let us consider the readout of a qubit. The logical ba
states,ua& andu2a&, can be discriminated by a simple me
surement scheme with a 50-50 beam splitter, an auxili
coherent field of amplitudea, and two photodetectors a
shown in Fig. 1. At the beam splitter, the input stateuf&1 is
superposed with the auxiliary stateua&2 and gives the outpu

ufR&ab5AuA2a&au0&b1Bu0&au2A2a&b . ~3!

If detectorA registers any photon~s! while detectorB does
not, we know thatua& is measured. On the contrary, ifA does
not click while B does, the measurement outcome isu2a&.
Even though there is a nonzero probability of failurePf

5 za^0ub^0ufR&abz25uA1Bu2e22a2
in which both of the de-

tectors do not register a photon, the failure is known from
result whenever it occurs, andPf approaches zero exponen
tially as a increases.

An arbitrary 1-bit rotation and a controlled-NOT ~c-NOT!
gate for two-qubit states form a set which satisfies all
requirements for a universal gate operation. For any SU~2!
unitary operation, there is a unique rotationR(u,f,h)
around thex, y, andz axes. Cochraneet al. showed that the
rotation around thex axis for even and odd coherent supe
position states can be realized using an interaction Ha
tonian HD5\(ba†1b* a), whereb is the complex ampli-
tude of the classical driving force@5#. The evolution by this
Hamiltonian corresponds to the displacement opera

FIG. 1. Measurement scheme foruf&15Aua&11Bu2a&1 with a
50-50 beam splitter and auxiliary stateua&2. If detectorA registers
any photon~s! while detectorB does not, the measurement outcom
is ua&, i.e., u0L&. On the contrary,A does not click whileB does, the
measurement outcome isu2a&, i.e., u1L&.
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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D(d)5exp(da†2d*a), wherea anda† are, respectively, an
nihilation and creation operators. In a similar way,z rotation

Uz~u/2!5S eiu/2 0

0 e2 iu/2D ~4!

for a logical qubituf& can be obtained. A coherent state is
displaced vacuumua&5D(a)u0&. We know that two dis-
placement operatorsD(a) andD(d) do not commute but the
product D(a)D(d) is simply D(a1d) multiplied by a
phase factor, exp@(ad*2a*d)/2#. This phase factor plays
role to rotate the logical qubit. The action of the displac
ment operatorD( i e), wheree is real ande2!1, on the qubit
uf& is the same as thez rotation of the qubit byUz(2ae).
We can easily check their similarity by calculating the fid
ity

z^fuUz
†~2ae!D~ i e!uf& z2

5e2e2
$uAu21uBu21e22a2

~AB* e22iae1A* Be2iae!%2

'exp@2e2#'1. ~5!

Thus the rotation angleu depends ona and e: u54ae. A
small amount ofe suffices to make one cycle of rotation asa
is relatively large. The displacement operationD( i e) can be
effectively performed using a beam splitter with the tran
mission coefficientT close to unity and a high-intensity co
herent field of amplitudeiE, whereE is real, as shown in Fig
2~a!. It is known that the effect of the beam splitter is d
scribed byD( iEA12T) in the limit of T→1 and E@1.
~More rigorously the output state becomes mixed but in
limit it can well be approximated to a pure state as shown
one of the authors@10#.!

FIG. 2. One-bit rotation around thez ~a!, y ~b!, andx axes~c! for
a qubit state of coherent fields.NL represents a nonlinear medium
The transmission coefficientT of the beam splitters is assumed
be close to unity.E corresponds tou/4aA12T, where u is the
required degree for a rotation anda is the coherent amplitude of th
qubit stateuf&. D5p/8aA12T. Starting from a coherent state, a
arbitrary qubit can be prepared up to a global phase using the a
operations.
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To achieve any arbitrary 1-bit rotation, we need to oper
Ux(p/4) and Ux(2p/4) which are rotations byp/2 and
2p/2, respectively, around thex axis. We find thatUx(p/4)
can be realized using a nonlinear medium. Even though
efficiency of nonlinear interaction can be a problem, the
was an experimental report for a successful measureme
giant Kerr nonlinearity @11#. The anharmonic-oscillato
Hamiltonian of an amplitude-dispersive medium is@4#

HNL5\va†a1\V~a†a!2, ~6!

wherev is the frequency of the coherent field andV is the
strength of the anharmonic term. When the interaction timt
in the medium isp/V, coherent statesua& andu2a& evolve
as follows:

ua&→
e2 ip/4

A2
~ ua&1 i u2a&), ~7!

u2a&→
e2 ip/4

A2
~ i ua&1u2a&). ~8!

This transformation corresponds toUx(p/4) up to a global
phase shift. The other rotationUx(2p/4) can be realized by
applying a phase shifterP(p), which actsua&↔u2a&, after
or beforeUx(p/4) operation. Note thatP(p) corresponds to
p rotation around thex axis, i.e., a 1-bitNOT gate. The other
two required unitary operationsUy(f/2) andUz(h/2) which
correspond to rotations around they andx axes can be real
ized using the following identities@12#:

Uy~f/2!5Ux~2p/4!Uz~f/2!Ux~p/4!, ~9!

Ux~h/2!5Uz~2p/4!Uy~h/2!Uz~p/4!. ~10!

Therefore, any 1-bit rotation can be performed up to a glo
phase with beam splitters, nonlinear media, phase shift
and auxiliary coherent light fields as shown in Fig. 2. As
example, we can construct the Hadamard gateH as

H52Uz~p/4!Ux~p/4!Uz~p/4!, ~11!

which is shown in Fig. 3. Using these operations, any 1-qu
state uf&5Aua&1Bu2a& with arbitrary A and B can be
prepared up to a global phase from a coherent state.

For a universal gate operation, a c-NOT gate is required
besides 1-bit rotation. It was found that the CNOT operat
can be realized using a teleportation protocol@9#. For a su-
perposition of coherent states, quantum teleportation pr
cols have been suggested by utilizing an entangled cohe

ve

FIG. 3. Hadamard gate for a qubit stateuf&5Aua&1Bu2a&.
The coherent field amplitudeiD is i (p/8aA12T) and the trans-
mission coefficientT of the beam splitters is close to unity. Th
irrelevant global phase is neglected.
5-2
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EFFICIENT QUANTUM COMPUTATION USING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 042305
state@13,14# including an entanglement purification schem
@14#. However, the success probability of this teleportat
scheme is limited to less than 1/2 in practice and the requ
photon parity measurement is very sensitive to detection
efficiency and photon loss as the parity alternates by mis
one photon. We suggest a teleportation protocol as follow
circumvent those problems.

For any ideal teleportation scheme, a maximally e
tangled pair, Bell measurement and unitary operations
required@8#. In our case, necessary unitary operationssx and
sz correspond to a phase shiftP(p) and displacement op
erationD( ip/4aA12T), respectively. An entangled cohe
ent channeluF1&5N1(ua&ua&1u2a&u2a&), whereN1 is
a normalization factor, can be generated from a cohe
state passing through anHA2 gate and a 50-50 beam splitte
as shown in Fig. 4~a!. The superscriptA2 in HA2 stands for
the amplitude of the incident field beingA2a. Note that the
coherent amplitudeiD for a unitary operation shown in Fig
3 should beip/@8aA2(12T)# for the HA2-gate operation.
The Bell measurement shown in Fig. 4~b! is to distinguish
four quasi-Bell states@15#,

uF6&5N6~ ua,a&6u2a,2a&), ~12!

uC6&5N6~ ua,2a&6u2a,a&), ~13!

where u6a,6a&5u6a& ^ u6a&. Note that the quasi-Bel
states become maximally entangled Bell states whena is
large. If the incident field to the first beam splitter in Fi
4~b! is uF1&12, it becomesu0,2a,2A2a,A2a&abcd at detec-

FIG. 4. Teleportation process for an unknown stateuf&5Aua&
1Bu2a&. HA2 represents the Hadamard gate with an incident qu
state of coherent amplitudes6A2a. B represents the Bell measure
ment.x andz represent thep rotation around thex andz axes.~a!
Generation of the quantum channeluF1&. ~b! Bell-state measure
ment with arbitrarily high precision. If detectorA does not click, the
measurement outcome isuF1&, and so on. Only one of the fou
detectors does not detect any photon at a measurement eve
a@1. ~c! Scheme to teleportuf& via the entangled quantum chan
nel uF1&. The Pauli operations represented byx and z are per-
formed according to the result of Bell measurementB.
04230
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tors A, B, C, andD. If detectorA does not click while the
others do, the measurement outcome isuF1&12. Likewise,
only B does not click for the measurement outcomeuF2&12,
C for uC1&12, andD for uC2&12. The failure probability for
which no photon is detected at more than one detector, wh
is due to the nonzero probability of̂0u62a& and ^0
u6A2a&, approaches zero rapidly asa increases, and, more
over, the failure is always known when it occurs. The sche
to teleportuf& via the entangled channeluF1& is summa-
rized in Fig. 4~c!. When the Bell measurement outcome
uF1&, the output state does not need any operation. W
the Bell measurement outcome isuF2& or uC1&, sz or sx is
required, respectively. The unitary operationssz and sx
should be successively applied for the outcomeuC2&.

Gottesman and Chuang showed that the teleportation
tocol can be used to construct a c-NOT gate @9#. To apply
their suggestion in our scheme, we need to use two th
mode entangled states represented by

uj&5N~ uA2a,a,a&1u2A2a,2a,2a&), ~14!

whereN is a normalization factor, and the quantum telep
tation protocol we just developed. The entangled stateuj&
can be generated by passing a coherent fieldu2a& through a
H2 gate, which is a Hadamard gate for a qubit with logic
basesu62a&, and two 50-50 beam splitters as shown in F
5~a!. After generatinguj&abc and uj&de f , Hadamard opera-
tions are applied touj&de f as shown in Fig. 5~a!. This makes
the given stateuj&abc^ uj&de f to be

it

for

FIG. 5. c-NOT operation using teleportation protocol and thre
mode entanglement.~a! Generation of a three-mode entangled st
uj&5N(uA2a,a,a&1u2A2a,2a,2a& with beam splitters.H2

gate is the Hadamard gate with an incident qubit state of amplitu
62a. ~b! c-NOT operation with the use of the coherent fielduj& and
the teleportation protocol. A four-mode entangled stateux& is gen-
erated for the operation at the left-hand side of the circuit.uf1& is
the target bit anduf2& is the control bit here.
5-3
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→uF18 &ad$ua,a&~ ua,a&1u2a,2a&)1u2a,2a&~ ua,2a&

1u2a,a&)%bce f

1uF28 &ad$ua,a&~ ua,a&1u2a,2a&)u2a,2a&~ ua,2a&

1u2a,a&)%bce f

1uC18 &ad$u2a,2a&~ ua,a&1u2a,2a&)

1ua,a&~ ua,2a&

1u2a,a&)%bce f

1uC28 &ad$u2a,2a&~ ua,a&1u2a,2a&)

2ua,a&~ ua,2a&1u2a,a&)%bce f , ~15!

whereuF68 & and uC68 & are quasi-Bell states with the cohe
ent amplitude6A2a and a normalization factor is omitted
The Bell measurementBA2 in the figure must be performe
on modesa andd. It can be easily shown from Eq.~15! that
a four-mode entangled state

ux&bce f5N 8@ ua,a&~ ua,a&1u2a,2a&)

1u2a,2a&~ ua,2a&1u2a,a&)], ~16!

where N 8 is a normalization factor, is generated after t
appropriate unitary operation according to the Bell measu
ment result as shown in Fig. 5~b!. The entangled stateux&bce f
is used to complete the c-NOT gate on the right-hand side o
the circuit in Fig. 5~b!, which can be verified by a little
algebra@9#.

III. ESTIMATION OF POSSIBLE ERRORS

We have shown that universal quantum computation us
coherent states can be realized using coherent states. W
ready pointed out that the failure probability for the measu
ment which is of the order ofz^A2au0& z2 is not only very
small for a reasonably largea but also the failure is known
whenever it occurs. If the detection efficiency of a photod
tector isd, the failure probabilityPf

d of the detector not to
register any photon, while the incident field isufR&ab in Eq.
~3!, is

Pf
d5 (

n,m50

`

za^nub^mufR&abz2~12d!n~12d!m

' (
n50

`

z^nuA2a& z2~12d!n, ~17!

where approximation~2! is used. For example, suppose th
a53 and the detection efficiency of the detectors is 9
which is a reasonable value for an avalanched photodete
@16#, the failure probabilityPf

d that the detector misses all th
photons isPf

d'931028.
If the effect of e for the displacement operator is n

negligible, a qubit stateuf8&15D( i e1)•••D( i eN)uf&1 after
N displacement operations may be
04230
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uf8&15A 8Ua1 i (
n51

N

enL
1

1B 8U2a1 i (
n51

N

enL
b

.

~18!

After passing a 50-50 beam splitter with an auxiliary sta
ua&2 as shown in Fig. 1, the stateuf8&1 becomes

ufR8 &ab5A 8UA2a1
i

A2
(
n51

N

enL
a

U i

A2
(
n51

N

enL
b

1B 8U i

A2
(
n51

N

enL
a

U2A2a1
i

A2
(
n51

N

enL
b

.

~19!

In this condition, there is nonzero probabilityP̃f
d for unde-

tected errors in which detectorA(B) detects any photon an
B(A) does not while the incident stateuf8&1 wasu1L& (u0L&)
~see Fig. 1!. For the worst case, allen’s may have the same
sign with a largeN. One useful trick to overcome this prob
lem is to flip the sign ofen appropriately for each operation
noting that the rotationRz(u) can be performed both by pos
tive and negativeu. In this way, we can keep(n51

N en;ē
5p/4a, regardless ofN, then Eq.~19! can be represented a

ufR8 &ab5A 8UA2a1
i ē

A2
L

a

U i ē

A2
L

b

1B 8U i ē

A2
L

a

U2A2a1
i ē

A2
L

b

. ~20!

In this condition, the fidelity between the final state~18! and
the ideal output is proportional toe2e2

from Eq.~5!. Fidelity
of '0.93 is then obtained fora53.

Differently from Pf
d , the undetected error probabilityP̃f

d

is a probability of making an error without being recognize
Considering the accumulated error as in Eq.~20!, in order to
minimize the undetected errorP̃f

d while keepingPf
d low, we

need to modify the criterion to discriminateu6A2a

1 i ē/A2& and u i ē/A2&. Ideally we tookē50 and discrimi-
nated the two states by detection of any photons and
photon. In this case, the probability ofu6A2a1 i ē/A2& reg-
istering no photon is

pA5 (
n50

`

z^nu6A2a1 i ē/A2& z2~12d!n ~21!

and the probability of the stateu i ē/A2& registering one or
more photons is

pB5 (
m51

`

(
n5m

`

z^nu i ē/A2& z2nCmdm~12d!n2m ~22!

where nCm5n!/m!(n2m)!. Both pA and pB approach to
zero asa increases. We then obtain undetected error pr
5-4
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ability P̃f
d5pA3pB . On the other hand, the success pro

ability Ps is the probability in thatu i ē/A2& yields no photon
and u6A2a1 i ē/A2& yields any photon~s!:

Ps5 (
n50

`

z^nu i ē/A2&u2~12d!n (
m51

`

(
n5m

`

z^nuA2a

1 i ē/A2& z2nCmdm~12d!n2m. ~23!

The detected error probability isPf
d512Ps2 P̃f

d . Suppose

that a53 (ē is then'0.26), and the detection efficiency
again 90%,pA'931028 andpB'0.030 are obtained. If we
keep the criterion for the ideal case, we findP̃f

d'331029

andPf
d'0.030. However, if we take the registration of 0,

and 2 photons as the measurement ofu i ē/A2& thenpA , pB ,
andPs should be redefined as follows:

pA5 (
n50

`

z^nuA2a1 i ē/A2& z2~12d!n

1 (
n51

`

u^nuA2a1 i ē/A2& z2d~12d!n21

1 (
n52

`

u^nuA2a1 i ē/A2& z2d2~12d!n22, ~24!

pB5 (
m53

`

(
n5m

`

z^nu i ē/A2& z2nCmdm~12d!n2m, ~25!

Ps5H (
n50

`

z^nu i ē/A2&u2~12d!n1 (
n51

`

u^nu i ē/A2&u2

3d~12d!n211 (
n52

`

u^nu i ē/A2&u2d2~12d!n22J
3 (

m53

`

(
n5m

`

z^nuA2a1 i ē/A2& z2nCmdm

3~12d!n2m. ~26!

We then findP̃f
d'6310211 andPf

d'231025 for a53 and
d50.9. Recently, Takeuchiet al. @16# developed an ava
lanched photodetector which can discern 0, 1, and 2 pho
with high efficiency.

Decoherence is considered one of the main obstacle
quantum computation. When a qubit stateuf& is subject to a
vacuum environment it evolves to@17#
on

04230
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rM~t!5Nt$uAu2uta&^tau1uBu2u2ta&^2tau1G~AB* uta&

3^2tau1A* Bu2ta&^tau!%, ~27!

wheret5e2gt/2, G5e22(12t2)a2
, g is the energy decay rate

t is the interaction time, andNt is a normalization factor.
Considering decoherence, we need to changeu0L& and u1L&
to uta& andu2ta&. The auxiliary coherent fields for compu
tation have to be changed likewise. The larger the ini
coherent amplitudea is, the longer the condition tha
^tau2ta&'0 is preserved, but the decoherence becom
more rapid asa increases becauseG decreases more rapidl
for a largera. The energy decay rateg of the relevant sys-
tem and number of required operations for computation m
be the crucial factors to decide the value ofa. However,
decohered states can still be represented by combination
1-bit errors for time-dependent logical qubitsuta& and
u2ta&. It is known that an error correction circuit for a
arbitrary 1-qubit error can be built using c-NOT and 1-bit
unitary operations@18#.

IV. REMARKS

In conclusion, we have found that near-deterministic u
versal quantum computation can be realized using cohe
states. Efficient readout is possible using beam splitters
coherent light sources. Single-bit unitary transformation c
be performed using beam splitters and nonlinear media,
a c-NOT gate can be constructed based on teleportation
tocol. Teleportation of a coherent state qubit can be acc
plished with a complete Bell measurement for a large coh
ent amplitude using nonlinear media, photodetecto
coherent light sources, and beam splitters. Decohered s
can be represented by combinations of 1-bit errors for tim
dependent coherent state qubits of reduced amplitude. A
rification scheme for decohered entangled channels has
studied @19#. Detailed error correction methods for ou
scheme deserve further investigation. The nonlinear ef
@4# used in this paper is typically too weak to generate
required superposition states in current technology. T
study of generating a coherent superposition of optical st
requires further study.
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